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JOINT FffiE'RE3EARCH' ORGJIl'TIZATIOH RADIO TALK

'f':iEl'l'rY ,,'IVE MILLION FOtflIIDS
GO UP IN SMOKE

BY

S. H. Clarke, C. B. E.
Director of the ~'ire Research'

Ever' sfuce',man;started to use fire he has known that ,it is dangerous
.ihen it, is' 'out of abntrol. For tha,t' reason he developed regulations
such -as 'eurfim (which Vias. simply..thel,l covering of, fire' before, he retired
t'o bed)"anCi practically ever,y: 'large"fire has prompted: some newaare ty
measure 'leading, to' our, 'present ',daY by-elamj and factories act s, You get,
outbreaks in homes, offices, shops, 'Iarehouses, factories, schools,

,ships, aircraft" and' so' on';' they may,'involve ordinary mcterials such as
clothing or 'furniture,' or',some:of the 'potentially dangerous' substances
that' are 'handled in industry; they may be caused, in .a thousand and one
different ways, as it happens tVlD of them are rarely alike •,- . '
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Just hov much there is to do, you appreciate when I tell you that
each year the ~'ire Brigades of Great Britain and Northern Ireland attend
more than a hundred thousand fires ••• apart from chimney fires, seven
hundred' and fifty people lose their lives as a result of fire, the
injured' spend a quarter of a million man-days in hospital. hbre than

'twenty-five million pounds go up in smoke. Since the \far something ,
like three hundred million pounds of National assets have disappeared
in this way, assets that particularly in these days, we cannot afford
to lose.

How then does ,the scientist approach a problem so wide and diffuse
in trying to provide a more scientific basis to our modern fire pr-eventLon
requirem~nts? As in any other type of research it is necessary: to

, I idcntify the problem I and break it dovm into a f'orrn in whi.ch it can be, ,'"
studied ,~perimentally, and in which it is possible to examine separately'

,the, inf1uence'of, every factor that can have a boaring on the subjcct.
'-' " . ,." .-' ., . '. .", "

_ " , ,,', " " ' J,' , " ,
, Clearly' the first thing is to get the problem into per-spec'tave;: and

to,trY'to'fi~d'wher~ ~etailed research is ,lDce1y, to be of'most help.
This is. done by whab has come to be known as, Operational Research, a" :;"
.name ,for"the use 'of modern statistical method' to unravel complicated '. ':'
situations as they are f'ound in nature; and to rrovide grounds on whi.ch ",

J, • •

to base,po1icy. The Fire Brigades co-operate in this work by, sending
a report of' every fire' whi.ch they attend. The figures we get in this ' ..
country;'are'the most 'comprehensive of their kind'that have been collected
anywhere', and they are the only ones that give an actual measure of the
efficiency of fire protection. . ' ..

Berhaps the'best way of illustrating this point will be to give
you an examp],e.

After the Ylsr a number of departures rrom traditional methods of
'building construction 'were introduced. By operational research we
"ere' able to" show that al, though these changes did not necessarily
increase the number of fires to which the ~'ire Brigades had to go, with
one or tolD',l'of the 'new forms the probability' of 'serious damage, (\7hich ,
might ,inVOlve repuilding), was four or five' times as great .as with the
traditi0l1al tYPE1 of house. ' It was also demonstrated that, improvements
suggested by "the',:b'ire ,Research Station' would reduce the hazard to the'
level 'encountered j,n traditiona1bu;i.ldings;

...... '1,

Let us t;,]{e 'another hamp1e,abcut,i;lalf the armua.L fire damage is
caused by, some two hundred or so 'of' the lflrger fires; , the other, half
comes from the ,more numerous smaller ones. A number, of factors have
been rl"c?gnized 'as contributing 'to large fires, but their combined
effect is such that when the Fire B~igade arrives they are confronted
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by a difficult situation ••• a very large ·fire. The inference is that
• j.. I Il'lI ',. .' •

perhaps the most· effective sitigl~,Btep that could be taken to reduce
the number of la~ge, fires 'lOuld;\p,e. ,to provide "reliable means of detecting
them when they st·art. .' .'

!' >: '-,.1,

You might think that these'conclusions could have been guessed at
least in a general kdnd of way. :I'he aame remark, could be made of another
conclusion, nmaely, that most fires must be attributed to carelessness or
ignorance. ,(hat is new in the present approach is that for the first
time we have, through Operational Research, an estimate in figures,'" and
one that gives some guidance .in'considering the very difficult question
of the extent to which improvement is likely .to come from educo.tion on
the one hand, or·fram·trying to rilake everything foolproof on the ether.
Operational researches are beginning to help in planning fire' precautions,
and it is becoming increasingly clear that in the future, to be economic;
these precautions must be' more accurately desd.gned for specific' needs •.··

So 'setting the various problems in perspective .is the first task
of fire research. The next is to try to recognize factors that. are
common to a number of problema. When this has been done it is possible
to undertake research to supply basio information that can be applied
over a \lide field. of fire protection. In looking for .such.f actors, it
may be worth pointing out that much of the work of the Fire ·Research.
Station ultimat~ly goes into the development and maintenance· of the·
standards that are needed in connection with·fire protection regulations.'
i!'or instance, tests 'to indicate the resistance of a wall,. a .floor,'·or:,a·'
roof, in' a.largefire; oi the effect that the surface materials' inca.
room will have on the rate. 'at which a fire develops; the value of
treating a fabric to make'it burn more slowly; the effectiveness of a
foam-making compound; or the merits of a new type of extinguisher.

Of· course 'testing of this kind is not new. Since the closing ,
years of the .. last· century testa have been carr-Led out 'continuously' to
give LOcal Authorities info~ti6n about the fire resistance of variOus
types. of building construction•.

A common f'eatur-e in all these '~ests is that a specimen of some
kind is... submitted to the effect of heat. And it is vitally.important
that the size of the exper-Imenta.Lhea't source should be appropriate to
the specimen; ·it.is not' alYiays realised, for instance, that a rmat ch
applied to a' sm~ll fragment. of material· may be a much more severe test
than a blo\l.:.lamp 'applied to a specimen a foot square.· In practice we
are concerned Ylith sources of heat that range from, say, a friction
spark inim;~plos'ive atmosphere ... a· coal mine for exampfe]. a .
cigaret~e':~rig o~. a·~attress or a thin layer of dust; a domestic' fire
with 'clothipg near it; ari accumulation, of materials that are ',capable,
of sponte:ne'bu~ heating or even spontaneous ignition; or, at the .oeher
extreme, the heat from a building on fire in relation to a neighbouring
building, or, perhaps the heat from an atomic explosion. The crux ot'·
the problem' is .; Vfill the rate at which heat is transferred 'from the
source to the combustible material be sufficiently greater than the
rate at Ylhich it.:j.s lost by conduction or radiation for igni~ion to·
take place? ..•.: .., '.' •

.In many instances the processes inv;olvedare not well enough·
understoodfiJr tho]?roblems to be dealt with'by reference to fundamental
considerati,6n~.,.. and there is a great need for .more r-esear-ch, Hostof',·
the eXisti,ns; 'tosts had tci be developed by' trial and error, .. and they are'
open it ill 'true' to .. the objection that they,donot·truly-'-indicats"how a .. ·
mate.rial i.,ill belulve in an ac'cua.l, fire .. ' (('hey may'tell us:' '\'Ihich is the'
better of tHO materials, but not whether one or both is good enough for
the ·job. .l<o~.this very ·z;eason ••• that we have not' enough ba~ic.· "." .
information'- ..... sorne of, the tests have to be carried out an 'a'full-scale, "
a very expensive..'and time consuming business. It is not, yet 1?Ossible
to rely on sina:ll iicale testa, as', for· instance, 'one can \'lith aircraft or '. '.
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ships in a wind tunnel, and one of the aims of experiments that are
going on let the moment is to discover laws that will enable US to use
scale models to a much greater extent,

In many of the problems of which the scientific background is
fairly well understood tl1e mathematical treatment is often very
complicated. But we can sometimes short-circuit tedious calculations
by using the fact that the Laws governing the flow of heat through the
body are analogous to those that apply to the flow of an electric
charge through an appropriate circuit. \Ie can make an electrical model
of a wall, for instance, in which series of resistances and capacitors
represent the heat resistance and capacity of successive thin layers of
the wall; we can apply a pulse which corresponds to the application of
heat to one side of the wall ffild it is then possible by means of a
cathode ray tube to read immediately the temperature changes at any
part of the wall. 'rhe electric analogue at the ~'ire Research Station
has removed the need for many preliminary large scale tests, and it is
proving useful in r educfng the data from fire tests to a fonn in which
they can be used by architects and engineers in future design. The
device has proved so useful that other countries are adopting it.

As in all research laboratories as much use as possible is made
of the results of work that is going on in other places. For instance,
many laberatories are carrying out research on the sort of controlled
combustion that you set in furnaces or engines. A lot is known about
the ,laY a flame moves through known mixtures of gas and air. Something
is kno,vn, too, about the function of the ,are gauzes in a miner's safety
lamp. But our knowledge of these is not J~t sufficient to enable us to
design flame arresters for many industrial processes in \/hich flammable
vapour-air mixtures are used. But research is now being conducted in
this field to assist the Factory Department of the Ministry of Labour
and National Service.

So far I have only considered the starting of a fire, the way it
grows, and the damage it can do; there is still the problem of putting

.it out. In this connection it is convenient to remember that for a
fire you must k~ve three things ••• a combustible material, heat, and
air; if you talce away or reduce one of them the fire goes out. Broadly
spealcing the outstanding problems in this field are to find the most
eff'icient rm:ys of using various extinguishing agents, and just how some
of the newer- types work in putting out a fire. Among the newer materials
the chemical substances IDee chloro-bromomethane, which is now on the
market, and the so called 'dry povder ' which is largely bicarbonate of
soda. So far it is not known exactly how they act, rut they can be very
efficient for dealing with oil fires within their scope.

Fire research must constantly move on and it is not possible to do
more than mention some of the very interesting/practical problems posed
by modern developments, such as the effect of fire on pre-stressed
concrete, or the effect of fire in one compartment of a large building
which is designed so that the maximum use is made of the strength of
every part of the structure. There is, however, just one final thing
that I would like to say, as it is nearly Chris~j18.s. It is this:-
only a small proportion of the fatalities f'r-orn fire involve ordinary
adult people. Nearly a quarter are children; and nearly three quarters
are elderly people. ;JOst of the casualties begin to occur about this
time of the year w~en winter fires are in full s,ang. A good deal could
be done by greater care with the young and the old. Simple things like
fireguards prevent an untold numbcr of accidents.




